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****Most of the prayers in this PDF are unique and not a replica of other 

people's ideas ~ they are created through revelation of the Holy Spirit and our 

view of what He has shown us as He works with us.  There may be the odd 

prayer or idea that has been added to our Ministry from others because it 

impacted us, but more often than not you will be viewing an original.  

 

All prayers are subject to change as God gives new insight and revelation. All 

prayers are to be prayed out loud. Often you will see we ask you to do a 

prophetic act.  A prophetic act is an action of obedience as a step of faith in the 

natural (physical) realm that supports God's workings in the spiritual realm, to 

release the power, presence and victory of God into a situation. 
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Prayer of Protection: “Father God in the name of Jesus Christ and by the Power 

of Your Holy Spirit I pray that You would guide me through this journey of deliverance 

and healing. I thank You for the presence of the Holy Spirit.  

I ask for Your protection, and that I am covered with the Blood of Jesus Christ. I also 

pray this protection over my loved ones, our pets, our belongings and our 

surroundings. 

With the authority given to me by the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth, I bind you Satan, 

all demons and any other agents of Satan, my own human flesh which is antichrist, 

from any harm or attacks targeting me, my family, our homes and properties, our pets 

and belongings, our health and our finances, our businesses and our ministries. 

I also bind you from any interference, distraction, transference, or blocking or 

counterfeiting the Holy Spirit, in Jesus name. I bind up and forbid any counterfeit gifts, 

un-godly manifestations, and lying signs and wonders, in Jesus name. 

Father God, I thank You for Your heavenly angels and pray that they would be 

released in accordance with Your word.” 

Please Note - Many of our prayers as an added precaution will include the term 

‘ancestors’ to cover any sins that they may have participated in that you are 

unaware of. 

 

Deception (Spirit of Error) - Deception is when satan plants a ruse to ensnare 

you. When you believe it, accept it or come into agreement with it, it can actually come 

upon you. Satan uses all forms and methods to accomplish this.  He will twist God’s 

word; he will use demonic spirits in the form of seducing beguiling spirits, other people 

to give you words and direction, including your friends, teachers, and even your 

Spiritual leaders. He will play on our fleshly desires and tempt us to choose the 

‘appealing path’, and many more.  God taught me that the only true way to thwart 

deception is to have an intimate relationship with our creator and learn His word.  We 

need to learn His character and put aside time to listen to Him talk to us, so we can 

learn His voice. And when he brings out his own sheep, he goes before them; 

and the sheep follow him, for they know his voice. Yet they will by no means 

follow a stranger, but will flee from him, for they do not know the voice of 

strangers” (John 10:4-5, NKJV).  One of the easiest ways to be snared is to listen to 

a false doctrine being taught and come under it.  Many people who teach these 

doctrines don't even know that it is false.  Most teachings are based on quoting 

passages from the Bible and making them fit around a message.  The problem with 

this is that you need to go back to the actual place where the Scripture is taken as it 

may be taken completely out of context.  You may also find there could be an equally 

compounding Scripture that is in direct opposition to the Scripture you just read and 

were taught about.  There are many instances in the Bible where Scripture seems to 

contradict one another.  What I have found with this is to take them both in their 

correct context and ask the Holy Spirit to show you what it is really saying.  Each time I 

have done this I have found that the Scriptures were not contradictory at all.  God 

taught me that when I have heard a message to always confirm it with what the Word 

of God is really saying.  A good way to do this is to take back the Scriptures to the 
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original Greek and Hebrew translations. I personally also only use the King James 

Version to find the truth in Scripture as it has been proven the newer translations have 

lots of errors.  In regards to declarations and Scriptures reading I use the New King 

James Version as it is easier to read and speak aloud than the King James Version. 

 

In view of deception and how rampant it is I became overly cautious and even started 

to fear deception.  God revealed to me that the road to God is narrow.  It is so easy to 

veer off to the right and then come back to the middle only to veer off to the left which 

is the complete opposite to the original problem.  This is what happened to me.  Fear 

of deception can actually block the truth to make it appear wrong which in turn makes 

us reject the truth when we are actually shown the truth.  What God showed me is that 

it is good to be aware and be on guard but ultimately trust God to always reveal 

deception. 

 

(PRAYER) - “Dear God I repent for allowing myself to be seduced and deceived by 

the enemy. I repent for believing something was right when it wasn’t, and for the times 

I believed something was from you when it was from the enemy. I repent for any 

words spoken over me that I came into agreement with and/or accepted that was 

untrue. I forgive all those people with good intentions who gave me advice that went 

against the will of God, especially when I accepted it and I am sorry for the times I 

gave advice with good intentions that also went against the will of God. I repent for the 

times the enemy told me lies about You Father God, and I believed them.  I repent for 

any deception I have believed that is contrary to the word of God and I am sorry for 

teaching this deception to others.  I pray that You would correct all wrong teachings.   

I understand that ignorance is also a sin so I repent of all ignorance.  I confess as sin 

the times I too have told lies, exaggerated and deceived myself and others.  If I ever 

believed I was led by the Holy Spirit and took the wrong path and aborted Your plans 

for me, I repent for this. I ask that You show me anything I am teaching or believing 

that is not in alignment with Your word. I renounce all false peace and false witness 

operating in Jesus name. I pray for wisdom, revelation and discernment to always see 

when it is a gift of the Holy Spirit operating within me or a lie from the enemy. Father 

God I also repent for becoming so afraid of being deceived that fear of deception 

came and blocked Your truths from me.  I am truly sorry that I didn't trust You enough 

to know that You would always reveal deception to me. I repent for believing also that 

You could ever deceive me. I address all ignorance, seducing-beguiling spirits, 

deception, self-deception, fear of deception, denial, heresy, false peace, false witness 

and lying spirits and break every hold and access point and command you, as well as 

all demons with you to leave in the name of Jesus Christ.  I release the Spirit of Truth 

in Jesus name. This is He who came by water and blood—Jesus Christ; not only 

by water, but by water and blood. And it is the Spirit who bears witness, 

because the Spirit is truth (1 John 5:6, NKJV). 

However, when He, the Spirit of truth, has come, He will guide you into all truth; 

for He will not speak on His own authority, but whatever He hears He will speak; 

and He will tell you things to come (John 16:13, NKJV).  (Impartation:  Pray for 

the Holy Spirit to impart the Gift of discernment - to know the difference 

between truth and error. Pray that your ears would only hear the voice of God 

and not the voice of the enemy. Pray also for the Holy Spirit to impart true peace 

and a true witness to operate when doing the will of God). 
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False Witness - The Holy Spirit once told me I had a spirit of false witness. A false 

witness according to Proverbs 6:19 is one who speaks lies. A False witness can even 

be when one who is witnessing to another is working in the flesh and not in love and 

one who teaches and witnesses to another with lies. This can be on purpose or in 

ignorance. Unfortunately I have done witnessing to others within the flesh (which is 

when we try and convince people of the truth in our own strength rather than waiting 

for the Holy Spirit's inner witness on when to speak and when not to) and teaching lies 

(false doctrine) in ignorance. Thankfully for me I have always prayed for God to protect 

me from being a false prophet and teacher so anything I am believing or teaching that 

is wrong I can trust that He will always reveal this to me.  One of my prevalent gifting’s 

is a teacher so I am very careful with all the revelations I get to back it up with 

Scripture. Sometimes however this is not fool proof.  The enemy will come to you as 

an angel of light mimicking the Holy Spirit and give you a revelation, message or word 

that sounds great and even lines up with Scripture (or so it seems) only to find 

out later it was counterfeit. One example of this is when a few years back the Lord 

gave me 1 John 4:1-3 (KJV);  Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits 

whether they are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the 

world. Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus 

Christ is come in the flesh is of God: And every spirit that confesseth not that 

Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God: and this is that spirit of 

antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even now already is it 

in the world.   

 

This was the beginning of a huge journey of deception that the devil took me on.  The 

revelation that hit my spirit with this Scripture was that you can actually ask the spirits 

talking to you to confess that 'Jesus Christ is come in the flesh' for confirmation. When 

I first started this the demonic entities would at first swear at me when asked to 

do this, and the Holy Spirit was only too happy to oblige and spoke this confirmation 

every time!  One day I received a message which ended with 'Jesus Christ is Lord,' so 

I assumed the message to be correct, then a few seconds later I received a 

derogatory comment of what Jesus Christ was Lord of!!!! Clearly this was not the Holy 

Spirit speaking to me!  Another time a demon confessed to me that 'Jesus Christ is 

Lord and Saviour over all he created'. How did I know it was a demon?  The word I 

received (with that statement added in) turned out to be wrong.I, from that day on did 

not accept any other confirmation except the one I was shown.  I prayed to God and 

told Him I would not obey any word except when the confession that 'Jesus Christ is 

come in the flesh' was spoken to me.  I believed that the reason they could not 

confess that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is because (a) 'We are the flesh, which 

represents our carnal nature and Jesus Christ is in us, and (b) Jesus Christ is God 

incarnate, meaning that Jesus is the flesh of God'.  The devil of course hates our 

intimate relationship with Jesus Christ and particularly hates that God would manifest 

His power through us.  This was exciting so I began to teach others how to test the 

spirits using this Scripture. I used this scripture and the test for over two years but it 

was frustrating as I was hearing confusion and interference that reduced me to tears 

at times.  Trying to hear the confirmation through my chaotic mind was very tiresome, 

but like a good soldier I kept persevering, until I met a very discerning man of God who 

showed me the truth. My father and mother-in-law, founder/director of The Gospel 

Faith Messenger Ministries had a man and his wife who run an itinerant prophetic 
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ministry from Auckland to stay.  Mark and I came to meet them.  As we sat around 

chatting I saw the gentleman a well-known man of God turn into a black cobra in a 

vision before my eyes.  Well, that took me by surprise!  I then heard through 

discernment that the snake was Baal and was rooted in Catholicism and I needed to 

tell him.  I asked for the confirmation, it came many times, so I took the bull by the 

horns and told him.  Well, that went down like a 'lead balloon'; he confirmed that there 

was Catholicism in his background, but he had dealt with it and there was no way that 

this Baal demon was with him.  He then proceeded to tell me that there was a familiar 

spirit with me blocking my true discernment and I was wrong.  He asked if he could 

pray for me to expose and remove that spirit so I could be free and have true 

discernment.  I felt very angry at this point, but because he was well-known in 

the Christian community I prayed to God out loud and said "If I am being deceived I 

repent and ask You to show me", then I accepted prayer from this man. He told me 

that there were many wounds that I would cry a lot of tears through healing and that I 

would become very discerning, in fact discernment was going to be a prevalent gifting 

from the Holy Spirit.  I remember leaving, going home and thinking, 'Stupid man'; I 

already have that gift of discernment, I test the spirits, and what does he know?  

The next day this man and his wife were ministering so Mark and I decided to go and 

listen.  During the session a thought occurred to me, 'What if I have been deceived; 

what if the revelation I discerned from the Scripture was incorrect’.  I prayed to God 

and asked, "Have I got the revelation wrong? If so, please show me the 

truth".  Immediately the Holy Spirit spoke and told me to re-read the Scripture.  He 

showed me that only the anti-Christ spirit cannot speak that confirmation as it so 

clearly pointed out in the verse. I had in my ignorance assumed all demons were anti-

Christ and it applied to them all.  In a nut shell I learned at that moment that all 

demons are liars and can confess anything they like to suit their own agenda. He 

then said "Python the familiar spirit with Tania I command you to speak the 

confession and then tell Tania why you can say this."   Python said, "I am Python 

and Jesus Christ is come in the flesh, I can say this because my name is Python, not 

anti-Christ".  **** (The anti-Christ spirit is ‘a’ particular kind of demon. Python is a spirit 

of divination and a very religious spirit who actually loves to congregate in churches 

and meetings, mainly to whisper lies and deceptions into people as they are 

participating in meetings and services. The word divination when taken back to Greek 

is: Puthon from Putho (the name of the region where Delphi, the seat of the 

famous oracle, was located); divination 1; 1 1) in Greek mythology the name of 

the Pythian serpent or dragon that dwelt in the region of Pytho at the foot of 

Parnassus in Phocis, and was said to have guarded the oracle at Delphi and 

been slain by Apollo 2) a spirit of divination). In fact he is the very spirit in Acts that 

was in the slave girl who was annoying Paul and Silas.  It appeared to others that she 

was agreeing with them as she was agreeing that Jesus was the only way to salvation, 

but in actual fact Paul discerned the real intent behind the spirit and that was to 

distract and annoy which actually can turn people away from Jesus.  The word familiar 

spirit means a spirit who is a spirit guide, or guardian.  Many believe that familiar 

spirits are spirits of the dead, but they are in actual fact demons mimicking the dead. I 

also took the word 'confesseth' back to the original greek word which is Homologeo 

and means 'to say the same thing as another', and 'to profess oneself the worshipper 

of one'. The meaning of the word confesseth indicates that the confession of a spirit 
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proclaiming Jesus Christ is come in the flesh means so much more than just a 

statement or declaration, it is an outward display of the love and devotion one has for 

Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior). To say I was gob-smacked was an 

understatement. That smarmy smart-mouthed demon was mocking me!  At that point I 

wanted to run, quit....... anything, but being there. The Holy Spirit spoke again and said 

"I need you to go to the gentleman who exposed this and confess to him that 

you were deceived".  I did, and upon doing so I felt a release of freedom - instead of 

disappointment I actually felt freedom.  The test had become a real bondage to me, it 

had caused much confusion, stress and 'hair-pulling' when waiting for confirmation.  (I 

have also since received more revelation on this Scripture and learned that the main 

context of this Scripture is outlining a test to expose false servants of God. Also 

another thing the Holy Spirit showed me was, if we cannot confess that Jesus Christ is 

come fully into our flesh (that is if our mind, will, emotions and physical bodies), then 

we are not finished being sanctified.  What this means is if we don't reflect all the fruits 

(love, joy, peace, patience etc) of Jesus, then Jesus has not come fully into our 

flesh.  There is more work to be done to perfect us into the likeness of Christ). 

After learning the truth I immediately felt so terrible because I had taught so many 

people this lie in ignorance.  I had received a word and Scripture and interpreted the 

Scripture incorrectly and taught from it.  Today as I write this there have been other 

occasions also over the last five years where the same thing has happened.  I would 

receive a word and line it up with Scripture, teach from it then sometime later (even up 

to a year later) received a different word that contradicts entirely my teachings then 

line that up with Scripture also.  The Bible can seem contradictory at times and this is 

where the devil has a field day. After the second revelation I am then armed with both 

words and both Scriptures and can ask the Holy Spirit to show me His truth.  The 

marrying together of the two Scriptures in their correct context then showed truth - 

Holy Spirit truth and the end result was just beautiful.  This didn't help of course when I 

had unearthed a false teaching within my articles and prayers as I felt terrible. With our 

articles and downloadable PDF's it is always our endeavour to provide truth every time 

but there may be times when a prayer, article or revelation is rewritten to reflect a 

completely new revelation because the Holy Spirit has revealed to us that we have 

either been deceived or misinterpreted what He has shown us. We continually ask 

the Holy Spirit to reveal any mistakes within our Ministry and we trust Him to do this as 

He once told us that we were called to teach the truth. To know that you have taught 

and lead others into deception is one of the worst feelings and believe me has nearly 

lead to me quit what we are doing but the Holy Spirit in His wonderful graciousness 

once said to me "If you teach false doctrine and revelation in ignorance but have 

taken every precaution not to do so I will always reveal this to you because your 

heart is true and you want to teach the truth. When revelation comes in regard 

to any mistakes if you can be humble enough to admit your mistakes then this 

can also be used for teaching purposes.   It is also up to an individual to test 

what you are teaching for themselves. The Bible tells you to test everything. 

This goes for everyone, not just the teachers of My word. Everything needs to 

line-up with the word of God in its correct context".  How do we do this?  We 

seek the Holy Spirit and ask Him to reveal the true meaning to us.  When we believe 

we have this we need to use the other tests given by the word of God. "By the mouth 

of two or three witnesses every word shall be established" (2 Corinthians 13:1, 
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NKJV).  If God gives you a word and you claim this Scripture ask God to confirm the 

word to you He will do so by giving others the same word for you for your confirmation. 

"Let two or three prophets speak, and let the others judge" (1 Corinthians 14:29, 

NKJV). 

"Test all things; hold fast what is good" (1 Thessalonians 5:21, NKJV).  Also does 

it line up with the Word of God, and does it line up with the character of God? 

 

(PRAYER) - "Father God I repent for operating with a false witness. I repent for all the 

times I witnessed for You in my flesh and not in love which included not listening for 

Your promptings.  I repent for all the times I have knowingly and ignorantly believed 

and taught false doctrine.  I repent for all lies I and my ancestors have ever spoken.  I 

repent for the doctrine of devils. Father God 2 John 9-10 says that all wrong doctrine 

leads to immorality.  I repent for immorality on behalf of myself and my ancestors.  I 

pray for the True witness of Christ to operate within me always.  I pray for the Doctrine 

of Christ.  I want to live it, breathe it and teach it in Jesus name, Amen. I command all 

false witnesses to leave me in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth".       Prophetic 

Act: Clothe yourself in the belt of truth.  

 

False Prophet/Prophetess - The Holy Spirit once told me that whenever 

there is a true gifting of God satan will always introduce a counterfeit gifting.  There 

can be false prophets who knowingly deceive God's children and then there are true 

children of God who sometimes operate in a mixture of God and the devil 

(unknowingly).  Once during a session I had a vision of a demonic green smoky 

figure and the Holy Spirit told me she was the temptress. The temptress is a false 

prophet/prophetess and always uses Scripture and truth to deceive but amongst this 

there is always a twist with a deadly spin that isn't quite right to destroy.  Only a very 

discerning eye can spot the twist. This demon is incredibly hard to discern. Only 

through the discerning of spirits gifting and knowing the word and the character of 

God can we defeat this demon.  Discerning the word incorrectly also enables this 

spirit to embed itself into a person making one become a false prophet. The false 

prophet will always tell people what they want to hear - her words will sound good, 

inviting and seductive to the desires of our heart. 
 

(PRAYER) - "Father God I repent on behalf of myself and ancestors for operating as 

a false prophet/prophetess knowingly and unknowingly.  I am sorry for all words I 

accepted from spirits and people in the belief that they were the voice of God.  I am 

sorry also for all times I gave words to others in the false belief they were the voice 

and will of God.  I lay down to you every gifting of a prophet/prophetess and all 

visions and words of knowledge I have operated in.  Remove all counterfeit gifting’s 

from me and bring back only the true gifts of God You want me to have.  Please 

teach me Your word in its correct context that it was written and protect me from the 

lure of the temptress.  Help me to discern You each and every time You speak to me 

and help me to discern the enemy each and every time they speak to me also. 

I now command all spirits of false prophet and prophetess, the temptress and all 

luring spirits to leave me immediately in the name and power of my risen Lord Jesus 

Christ.  
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Spirit of distortion - This demon is a spirit that works with Python. It twists words 

that you and others are speaking. It makes you and they hear not what is actually 

being said. If someone was to tell you that you look lovely today you would believe 

that they are actually mocking you and saying you don't look good today at all. This 

spirit causes many an argument, hurts and disagreements. We need to ask the Holy 

Spirit to fine tune our ears so that we hear only what He wants us to hear. Another 

thing we have found this spirit can do is cause dizziness.  When others are praying 

against us this is a spirit that is sent to cause confusion and distraction. 

 

(PRAYER) - "I repent for all my bad reactions and attitudes towards others because I 

believed they said negative things to me when they didn't. I forgive all those that hurt 

me when I took their positive words and attitudes as negative. Please help me to 

repair all relationships that may have been harmed by the spirit of distortion working 

in my life. I pray Father in Jesus name that You would fine tune my ears so that I 

would hear and see only that which the Holy Spirit wants me to. I forgive those who 

are actively praying against me and I pray a blessing on them.  I break their curses 

and I command the spirit of distortion to leave in the name of Jesus Christ". 
 

Squatters - These are specific demons who are sent to torment and harass you, 

usually externally.  These spirits usually have no legal right that needs to be 

addressed so cannot stay when told to leave. They are there simply on satans 

command. Many times also we can repent of things which break the legal rights of a 

demon but forget to actually tell it to go.  This too can become a squatter. 

(PRAYER) - “I address all imposters, squatters, tormenting, harassing and affliction 

spirits,  and command you to leave in the name of Jesus Christ.  I also speak to 

every demon that cunningly stayed after all rights had been broken and command 

you to leave also right now in Jesus name”. 

 

Discerning the Lord’s Body – There are many aspects of discerning the Lord’s 

body. I have been given revelation and insight into two. (1 Corinthians 11:24-34, 

NKJV) And when He had given thanks, He broke it and said, "Take, eat; this is 

My body which is broken for you; do this in remembrance of Me." In the same 

manner He also took the cup after supper, saying, "This cup is the new 

covenant in My blood. This do, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of Me." 

For as often as you eat this bread and drink this cup, you proclaim the Lord's 

death till He comes. Therefore whoever eats this bread or drinks this cup of the 

Lord in an unworthy manner will be guilty of the body and blood of the Lord. 

But let a man examine himself, and so let him eat of the bread and drink of the 

cup. For he who eats and drinks in an unworthy manner eats and drinks 

judgment to himself, not discerning the Lord's body. For this reason many are 

weak and sick among you, and many sleep. For if we would judge ourselves, we 

would not be judged. But when we are judged, we are chastened by the Lord, 

that we may not be condemned with the world. One of these is clearly shown in 

the above scripture. When we partake of communion if we have been judging others 

we can drink judgment upon ourselves and enable God to judge us with the same 

measure. For with what judgment you judge, you will be judged; and with the 
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measure you use, it will be measured back to you (Matthew 7:2, NKJV). 

Communion is about coming before the Lord and reflecting on what Christ has done 

for us. It is about examining ourselves and seeing ourselves through the eyes of 

Jesus. This can be good or bad for us. When you judge others you are drinking 

judgement on yourself. There is a fine line between righteous judgment (which we are 

called to do), and self-righteous judgment. You can choose to see yourself through 

the blood of Christ where you are judged righteous, or you can choose to see yourself 

through the eyes that you yourself judge others. When you choose to judge others 

you are choosing judgment upon yourself. I believe when we partake of communion 

we should first take time to examine ourselves and judge ourselves unworthy and 

remember all Jesus has done for us because we did not deserve it. We are called as 

ambassadors of Christ to be humble. There is a fine line between humility and 

unworthy. Seeing ourselves as worthy only through the righteousness of Christ 

actually heals our lack of self-worth. This is humility and examining ourselves. A good 

prayer to pray every time we partake of communion is: "Father God in my own 

righteousness I am not worthy to be a partaker. It is only through the 

righteousness of Christ that I am deemed worthy to partake of the body and 

blood of Christ and all it has to offer".   

The second aspect I received of discerning the Lords body is to discern right from 

wrong. Many of us are misled and entrenched in false doctrine. The word of the Lord 

is the living bread, the Lord's body. When we are not discerning the Lord's body 

correctly this is when we believe things from the word of god incorrectly. When we 

take communion and are living in this deception of false teachings and beliefs, we are 

also drinking judgement on ourselves. The Lord showed me that this is the reason 

why many Christians are not getting healed. We need to repent of this and ask God to 

show us where we believe things in the Word of God to be correct, when in actual fact 

is false doctrine.  

For I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: If 

anyone adds to these things, God will add to him the plagues that are written in 

this book; and if anyone takes away from the words of the book of this 

prophecy, God shall take away his part from the Book of Life, from the holy city, 

and from the things which are written in this book (Revelation 22:18, NKJV). 

 

(PRAYER) – “In the name of Jesus Christ I repent for not correctly discerning the 

Lord's body which has brought judgment upon me. I ask the Holy Spirit to reveal to 

me anything that I believe in the word of God incorrectly and to guide me and lead me 

into all truth. I repent for all judgments I have had towards others especially when 

partaking of communion without first examining myself. Revelation exposing false 

doctrine may come over time  

I break with the blood of Christ all judgments and curses operating. I command the 

critical spirit, curses, infirmity, deception and every demon associated with not 

discerning the Lord’s body to leave immediately in Jesus name". 

 

Angels - God uses angels for many things including protection, and to minister to us 

when needed. He may even send angels to bring us messages.  We can pray and 

ask God to send us angels for these purposes, but it is at God's discretion whether He 
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sends them or not. Much wrongful interaction with angels seems to have crept into 

many Christian Lives and Ministries.  The Bible expressly forbids the worship of 

angels. Angels of God are not here for our entertainment. Many believe that we can 

have personal guardian angels.  Many Christians may interact with their guardian 

angels on a daily basis. The word guardian is defined as someone or something that 

watches or protects something.  The Holy Spirit is our personal guardian but there are 

also Heavenly angels assigned to us from God as guardians also. “Take heed that 

you do not despise one of these little ones, for I say to you that in heaven their 

angels always see the face of My Father who is in heaven" (Matthew 18:10, 

NKJV). We see by this Scripture in Matthew that there are angels who are 

permanently assigned to us.  This does not mean that we are to get to know them and 

spend time with them intimately.  We are to have a personal intimate relationship with 

our creator not the angels.  Many people when trying to contact their 'guardian angels' 

may open themselves up to familiar spirits. Familiar spirits are spirits that mediums 

and witches use as their spirit guide, which proclaim a knowledge or insight of future 

events or outcomes. The word familiar is from the Latin familiaris, meaning a 

'household servant'. Witches and sorcerers had these spirits as their 

servants/guardians ready to obey their commands. They are also known as 

guardians, angels, totems (animal guides) etc.... God will send angels to guard us and 

may even refer to them as guardian angels, but they are not our own personal angels 

for us to attempt to interact with.  

There are many instances in the Bible with angel/human interaction but it was always 

God who sent the angel to do His bidding.  Any personal communication, contact and 

dialogue with an angelic being should always be instigated by God, not the other way 

around. Trying to make contact with an angel by oneself without God as the 

intermediary is a definite no-no. God uses angels for specific purposes - a personal 

relationship between man and an angel I believe is forbidden - there are no instances 

in the Bible where an angel sent by God became constant close intimate companions 

with man. An angel knows its purpose - it is there to serve God and do His bidding.  A 

Godly angel is 100% obedient to God so an angel would not allow itself to become a 

personal intimate friend to man.  If it takes on that role then chances are it is not of 

God.  The exceptions to this of course are when we may be entertaining men who are 

angels unbeknown to us for a specific purpose. God Himself in the form of the Holy 

Spirit wants to become personal intimate friends with us - He did not create the angels 

to fulfil this role with us! I once repented to God and told Him if He sent an angel to 

me and I saw it in its spiritual angelic form that I wouldn't be able to contain myself 

and would want to make it my personal friend because it would be so very exciting - 

so to counteract this I asked God to take away all fleshly desires I had and to help me 

interact with His angels in a correct and proper manner.  

One of my biggest concerns was if I did encounter an angel how could I discern 

between a Godly angel and a demonic angel if it was in disguise as an angel of 

light.  I knew that asking the angel to confess Jesus Christ as its Lord and Saviour 

wouldn't be the answer as it is not a problem for a demonic angel to confess this as 

demons have spoken this to me before when counterfeiting the voice of the Holy Spirit 

to lead me into deception. Demons can confess whatever they like to get the job 

done. The Lord told me first and foremost to pray for the gift of discerning of 

spirits.  This is a God-given gift to enable you to discern between good and evil 
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spirits.  Secondly it is all about the fruit.  Is the angel glorifying Jesus or itself?  Is what 

the angel is doing or saying lining up with Scripture?  Is the angel trying to become a 

personal friend to you or simply doing its duty for the Lord? The Lord told me that 

Satan will introduce all he can to bring deception into Christian lives and Ministries, 

and to bring them into disrepute.   

The whole angelic movement that is moving into Ministries is completely taking all 

focus off Jesus and onto angels.  Deception is rampant and is here to deceive the 

very elect.  Mark and I know first-hand how deception will try and take you off course.  

It began in regard to angels two years ago. The Lord had spoken to me and told me 

that He had commissioned angels to bring healings into our Ministry.  I was very 

excited and the next day one of our team members had a word regarding the same 

thing but had gone a step further and written down a list of angel names and the 

specific healings that they could bring. The next session we were to do I called upon 

by name these angelic beings to come and minister to the client.  We had two seers in 

our Ministry and they saw many beautiful angels come into our dining room where we 

were ministering.  You could literally feel the presence of supernatural beings in the 

atmosphere. My husband was in the next room and he told me later that he felt so 

troubled by what I had done. The next session I did the same and again the same 

result with my husband feeling very troubled.  We delved further.  We found that many 

of the names we were given were used in many New Age Ministries that also used 

angels for healing.  We were very worried. After consulting other Christians the 

question most asked was "Where do angels bring healing in the Bible?" We decided 

to scour the Scriptures and only came up with the angel in John 5 who stirred the 

waters each day and allowed the one who made it into the pool first to be 

healed.  Many stated that this angel was not a Godly angel but a demonic one as it 

didn't fit with the character of God - would He really only allow the fittest fastest one 

into the pool to be healed?  This seemed correct and seemed to line up with Scripture 

and the character of God so Mark and I repented to God and ditched the whole 

concept of angels bringing healing thereby shutting the door to this possibility. 

Interestingly we have seen so many emotional healings but very few physical healings 

over the last two years.  

Recently I received an email from a friend who was claiming to have seen an angel 

bring a miraculous healing by touching a man's hand.  I immediately with what Mark 

and I had believed told Him that I didn't believe angels could heal or even bring God's 

healing. I believed that healing could only directly come from God the Father, Jesus 

the Son and the Holy Spirit (which also included the Holy Spirit manifesting His power 

within man). He brought Scriptures for and I brought them against. I truly believed that 

only the Holy Spirit in us and the manifest presence of God around us were they only 

things that could bring the power of God in the form of healings, miracles, signs and 

wonders............That is until God told me to study Revelation - here we could see 

angels bringing God's power (sometimes even carried in bowls) in the form of fire, 

thunder, lightning, glory and much more!  It was intense what God allowed them to do. 

Here I was believing the lie that they weren't able to carry God's power to us but here 

they were doing it big time!  I got rather confused at this point and said to God " The 

thing that confuses me is that the Holy Spirit is within us and the power to heal comes 

directly from the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit is omnipresent so why would God 

need an angel to bring a healing when the healing power is already within us from the 
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Holy Spirit. It made no sense to me whatsoever.  He replied "Why do I give My 

power to man.  Why do I allow My power to be in man?  How is it any different if 

I give My power to man or if I give My power to angels to be used in My timing 

and according to My will and purposes.  I can do it all Myself but I choose to 

use My creation to manifest My Glory. For by Him all things were created, both 

in the heavens and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or 

dominions or rulers or authorities—all things have been created through Him 

and for Him.  He is before all things, and in Him all things hold together. He is 

also head of the body, the church; and He is the beginning, the firstborn from 

the dead, so that He Himself will come to have first place in everything 

(Colossians 1:16-18, KJV). Wow did that mean then that angels can carry healings 

of God's power to man? Time to seek God again. I got down on my knees in regard to 

this and laid my face on the floor and asked God to clothe me in His belt of truth.  I 

then claimed 2 Corinthians 4-5 (pulling down strongholds and bringing every thought 

into the obedience of Christ) and asked God to speak to me about whether angels 

carry the healing powers of God and whether they can impart it to us?   

This is what I heard and I believe it was the Lord: - “Angels are made by God for 

God.  They are not to be worshipped instead of God.  They are magnificent and 

are loved by humans. I have commissioned many angels for your Ministry to 

carry My healing power.  You needed to come to the realisation of truth so you 

could promote the angels in the correct context.  Too many are getting caught 

up in the Angelic Movement and putting emphasis on the angels.  The Glory 

and the emphasis must be on Christ.  Keep your eyes on Christ always.  If you 

in any way reject what God has for you then it cannot be given to you. You 

rejected the angels I had for You. You and Mark needed to come to the 

realisation of the truth so you can now ask me to send the angels I have 

commissioned for you with the power I have given them to release on you both, 

the rest of the team and the clients. Only through Jesus and His work on the 

cross can this powerful healing anointing be made available to you.  Now for 

the angel at the pool. What was this angel- an angel of God or a demonic 

angel?  I will answer that question. It appears to the reader it may have been a 

counterfeit angel because the whole concept doesn't fit the character of God. 

According to the word of God the angel brought a healing once a day but what 

was the significance of this Scripture? Firstly all angels are from God, even 

demonic ones. Demonic angels carry counterfeit healings. I do not give them 

My power to heal. Satan has been given a limited resource of power to do his 

bidding. Although it is God-given it is not Godly. A counterfeit healing can even 

be when one removes the demonic spirit that is causing the affliction in the first 

place, only to replace it with a new demon and new ailment. There is a price to 

pay for a counterfeit healing no matter how wonderful it may seem initially. The 

angel at the pool brought a true healing and it was a Godly angel. The pool 

represents the washing by the water of the word (Ephesians 5:26)  - but it is 

confined.  The angel stirring the pool represents the flowing of 'living 

water'.  Living water brings life and restoration. The 'first in first to receive the 

healing' represents striving through ones own works to receive healing and 

blessing from God.  In the Old Covenant only those who did God's will through 

works were favoured by God and could receive from God. In the New Covenant 
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man is saved by faith through the Grace of God simply by believing in Jesus 

Christ and His work on the cross. Man receives blessings from God through 

faith. For by grace you have been saved through faith, and that not of 

yourselves; it is the gift of God, not of works, lest anyone should boast 

(Ephesians 2:8-9, NKJV). The man who had been waiting for years by the side of 

the pool for his healing was the weakest and was the one whom Jesus chose to 

heal.  This man who represents 'us' needed a saviour - Jesus. Jesus through 

compassion and love simply healed him - there was no striving needed."  

 

*******At the end of this we realised that we had been missing out on an awesome gift 

from God.  You see what had happened is deception crept in when the Holy Spirit first 

informed me about the angels that were commissioned to bring His healing into our 

Ministry - The first deception was in regard to our team member being given the 

names and functions of the angels. God’s angels do not carry their own healing 

gifts.  They carry anointing that God gives them directly.  The second deception was 

being told to ask for these angels directly, thereby bypassing God who is the one who 

commands His angels. These angels were demonic angels that the devil hoped we 

would operate with.   When that failed we then rejected the angels completely. This of 

course was wrong - God had indeed commissioned angels to carry His anointing in 

regard to our Ministry and any rejection in this belief would have prevented this. 

Another thing that has crept into Ministries is mandating or commanding angels to do 

your bidding. In regard to commanding Angels there is nowhere in Scripture where 

humans command angels or have control over the work of angels. Angels are called 

God’s “holy angels,” who do His bidding, not ours. According to Scripture they are 

beings of higher rank, since Jesus had to make Himself “lower than the angels” in 

order to be born and suffer as a man. What is man that You are mindful of him, 

and the son of man that You visit him? For You have made him a little lower 

than the angels, and You have crowned him with glory and honour (Psalm 8:4-5, 

NKJV). We see by Scripture that man is made lower than angels (Psalm 8:5). God 

gives angels charge over us (Luke 4:10). A commonly misconstrued Scripture for 

humans to have rule over angels is 1 Corinthians 6:3 which tells us that the saints 

will judge the angels. In this Scripture it speaks of the saints also judging the world.  

After the return of Jesus and the resurrection of our earthly bodies we will share in the 

rule with Christ over the new Heavens and new earth. This is after Christ returns, not 

before. Currently we do not have rule over Gods Heavenly angels, only the evil ones 

because we have been given all power and authority for this (Luke 10:19). The Lord 

showed me that angels of God know not to follow orders from humans.  If humans are 

ordering or mandating angels then demonic angels will answer the call. This is not a 

nice thought!  When we declare Gods word His Heavenly angels will respond 

automatically.  We do not need to command them directly as their will be a multitude 

of angels doing His bidding in obedience to our declaration of His word.  Many people 

site Matthew 18:18 in regard to loosing angels to carry out their commands. Verily I 

say unto you, Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and 

whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven. I took this Scripture 

back to the original Greek meaning.  The word bind in Greek is Deo and means 1) 

Bind,tie, fasten with chains, put under obligation, of the law, duty etc. 2a) to be bound 

to one, a wife, a husband 1b3) to forbid, prohibit, declare to be illicit. 
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The word loose in Greek is luo and means loose , break , unloose , destroy , dissolve , 

put off , melt , break up , break down ;  1) to loose any person (or thing) tied or 

fastened  2) to loose one bound, i.e. to unbind, release from bonds, set free.  Clearly 

this Scripture has no significance to directly ordering His angels whatsoever.  It is 

about setting free those things that are bound. 

(PRAYER) -"I repent to You Father God for all worship of angels and for anytime I 

believed or tried to have an angel as an intimate friend and companion.  I repent for all 

false beliefs in regard to angels including the use of angels in Healing.  I apologise and 

repent for any time I believed or tried to command angels to do my bidding. I now 

understand that angels are created by God, for God and can carry any God-given 

power and impart it on Your command for Your work and purposes.  I thank You for all 

angels that have been assigned to Me to aide in my purpose for you and ask that You 

would now send the angels You have commissioned for me with the power You have 

given them to be released when needed.   I repent for all deception I have believed in 

regard to angels.  If I have ever being assigned angels not of God the Father, the Son 

and the Holy Spirit, and accepted or interacted with them, I repent and renounce this.  I 

terminate their assignment and command them to leave in Jesus name. I break every 

ungodly soul-tie I have ever formed with angels. I pray Father God for wisdom and the 

knowledge on how to interact with Godly angels so I do not over step my boundaries.  I 

pray also for the gift of discerning between spirits so I can discern the difference 

between good and evil and know immediately whether an angel is from God or from 

the devil". 

 

Jewish Spirit – For 2,000 years, Jews have rejected the Christian idea of Jesus as 

messiah.  Their belief is that Jesus didn’t fulfil the messianic prophecies. They are still 

waiting for their saviour to come. In the New Testament we see that the Jewish religious 

leaders rejected Jesus and crucified Him on a cross. The term Jew today denotes 

people who have descended from the tribe of Judah.  Many today are claiming that all 

Israelites (from the 12 tribes of Israel) are Jews.  This however is not the case as there 

is a clear distinction separating the two in the Holy Bible. In the Bible King David reigned 

over a large territory and his son Solomon over an even larger one.  After the death of 

King Solomon, the kingdom was divided in two. The southern kingdom was Judah and 

Benjamin and became the kingdom of Judah, with Jerusalem as its capital. 

The northern kingdom was the remaining tribes and called Israel. Judah and Israel 

engaged in conflict with one another and their neighbours. In 722 B.C.E., Assyria 

conquered the Northern Kingdom of Israel, either taking captive or driving out members 

of the 10 Tribes. Some accounts say that the 10 Tribes, at this time, were ‘lost to 

history’, but in reality became scattered throughout the world. Then, in approximately 

586 B.C.E, the Southern Kingdom fell to Babylon. The Tribes of Judah were removed 

from the Land. Around 445 B.C.E., Nehemiah led a remnant of the Jewish people back 

to Jerusalem and rebuilt its walls and gates. Then, more than 500 years later after the 

time of Jesus, the Romans destroyed the Second Temple and, again, Jewish people 

were scattered into the world.  

God promised the Israelites that He would make the two nations one again and bring 

them back into the Land of Israel (Ezekiel 37:15‒17, 21‒22). This will take place at His 
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second coming when His children live and dwell with Him for 1000 years in the 

Promised Land. The term "Jew," a shortened designation for "Judah," was first applied 

to people who lived a few generations after Abraham. The word Jew in Greek according 

to Strong’s concordance is loudaios and means 'of Judea'.  In Hebrew it 

is Yehuwidy and means 'Judah'.  Jews - the citizens and descendants of the kingdom 

of Judah - are indeed Israelites, but not all Israelites are Jews. Since all 12 tribes, 

including Jews, are descendants of their father Israel (Jacob), the term Israelite can be 

applied to all of the tribes. The term Jew, however, is accurate only for the tribes that 

comprised the kingdom of Judah and for their descendants. 

 

God revealed to me that there is a Jewish spirit today in the body of Christ 

masquerading as Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit and has come to try and deceive the 

very elect. If this spirit can’t convince you that Jesus ‘wasn’t’ the Messiah then it will 

come with other ways to keep you from having a full relationship with Jesus. What are 

some of the traits of one operating with a Jewish spirit? The person may believe that 

they are more special and chosen by God because Jesus descended from the line of 

Judah and was known as the King of the Jews. They may focus on their Jewish 

ancestry and their ‘Jewishness’ as a form of idolisation and they may even believe they 

have special connections with others who have Jewish roots. There may be more focus 

on keeping the festivals and feasts rather than focusing on relationship with Jesus.  

There is a tendency to follow Old Testament laws, traditions, customs and teachings to 

earn favour from God.  A person with a Jewish spirit may find it difficult to pray in the 

name of Jesus Christ.  You may find them avoiding His name and instead referring to 

Jesus as simply ‘God’, ‘Lord’, ‘King of Kings’, ‘Lord of Lords’, ‘He above’ etc. The spirit 

will want you to call Jesus anything but Jesus Christ.  If one is under this spirit they can 

be lead and guided by this spirit into deception. One such example of this is a 

movement of Christians who are saying the Jews don’t need Jesus because they are 

covered under the Dual Replacement Theology which is a view that holds that Jews 

may simply keep the Law of Moses, because of the "everlasting covenant" (Genesis 

17:13) between Abraham and God whereas Gentiles (those not Jews) must convert to 

Christianity or alternatively accept the Seven Laws of Noah. The belief is that Jews 

already have a covenant with God that has never been replaced by Christianity. They 

are so misguided that that they believe all that is needed to get to Heaven is the 

Abrahamic Covenant. This spirit will prey upon those who have Jewish roots tempting 

them into this belief of superior importance.  

I sought the Lord on this one day and this is what I believe He spoke:-"My heart is for 

the Jews to be saved.  It has always been, but not only this, it is My heart for all of 

mankind to be saved.  The Jews were the chosen people of God whom through 

the Saviour was born - Why? Because when the other tribes of Israel rejected Me 

they chose to continue to follow Me." Now it came to pass when all Israel heard 

that Jeroboam had come back, they sent for him and called him to the 

congregation, and made him king over all Israel. There was none who followed 

the house of David, but the tribe of Judah only (1 Kings 12:20, NKJV). The Bible 

shows us that God chose the ancient nation of Israel to be His people (Deut. 7:6). This 

included all twelve tribes—not just the tribe of Judah (the ancestors of the Jewish 

people). Although God has no favourites or shows favouritism when it comes to 
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people (Acts 10:34), He selected Israel as His model nation. They were chosen to show 

the world the physical blessings that are received when God’s Law is obeyed. The Bible 

shows us that God also chose many men and women in the Bible to fulfil a purpose but 

it does not mean that they are more special, better or more important than anyone 

else.  We are all chosen for a purpose by God and that purpose is to save many and 

bring Glory to Him. God wants all the Jews to be saved, but not only this, also the rest of 

Israel and the Gentiles too. In Romans 11 we see later that even the Jews rejected 

Jesus so He grafted in the Gentiles so that the Jews and the House of Israel would get 

jealous and return to Him. In this, God could see a win-win as now He can also save all 

the Gentiles.  We see by Scripture that in Christ there are now no Jews or 

Gentiles. There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is 

neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus (Galatians 3:28, 

NKJV).  

For there is no partiality with God. (Romans 2:11, NKJV). God has no favourites but 

He has to fulfil a promise given to David in regard to protecting the Children of Judah.  

Yet the Lord would not destroy the house of David, because of the covenant that 

He had made with David, and since He had promised to give a lamp to him and to 

his sons forever (2 Chronicles 21:7, NKJV). The Lord Jesus as we know from 

Scripture descended from the Tribe of Judah as did David. So we see this promise was 

given to the Jews but earlier on we see God also has given a similar promise to 

Abraham that His seed would also be protected and blessed forever.  Was Abraham a 

Jew? What Was Abraham's Nationality? Abraham himself was not Jewish (or Israelite) 

but a Hebrew (Genesis 14:13) and was originally from the Ur of Chaldees. "And Terah 

took Abram his son, and Lot the son of Haran his son's son, and Sarai his 

daughter in law, his son Abram's wife; and they went forth with them from Ur of 

the Chaldees, to go into the land of Canaan; and they came unto Haran, and dwelt 

there." (Genesis 11:31). Abraham’s descendants are the children of faith that are from 

the seed of Isaac. Isaac of course being Abraham’s son. For they are not all Israel 

who are of Israel, nor are they all children because they are the seed of Abraham; 

but, “In Isaac your seed shall be called.” That is, those who are the children of the 

flesh, these are not the children of God; but the children of the promise are 

counted as the seed. For this is the word of promise. (Romans 9:6-9, NKJV). 

Israelites of course were the descendants of Jacob whom the twelve tribes of Israel 

came from.  Jacob was both a Hebrew and an Israelite, but not a Jew. Jacob was the 

son of Isaac and had his named changed by God to Israel. And he said, Thy name 

shall be called no more Jacob, but Israel: for as a prince hast thou power with 

God and with men, and hast prevailed (Genesis 32:28, NKJV). The promise by God 

given to Abraham includes all the tribes of Israel. We see by this that Jesus is not the 

God of the Jews only, but the God of the descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.  

For those who are in Christ it includes the Israelites, the Jews and even the 

Gentiles! Interestingly the word Gentile in Hebrew is Gowy and according to Strong’s 

concordance means nation, people 1a) nation, people 1a1) usually of non-Hebrew 

people 1a2) of descendants of Abraham 1a3) of Israel. So we see the term Gentile may 

also refers to the lost tribes of Israel as well as non-Hebrew people who later are grafted 

in to the tree. The tree being Christ. And if some of the branches were broken off, 

and you, being a wild olive tree, were grafted in among them, and with them 
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became a partaker of the root and fatness of the olive tree (Romans 11:17, NKJV).  

 

The Jewish nation may refer to Jesus as the King of the Jews, or the God of the Jews. 

This is from the belief that Jesus refers to Himself as the King of the Jews which is from 

misinterpreted Scripture.  The people called Jesus the King of the Jews – even the wise 

men called Jesus the King of the Jews but Jesus Himself did not call Himself this. And 

Pilate asked him, saying, Art thou the King of the Jews? And he answered him 

and said, Thou sayest it (Luke 23:3, KJV). I took this Scripture back to the original 

Greek text and the word thou is Su and means ‘you’.  The word sayest is lego and 

means ‘say’.  So in essence Pilate is saying to Jesus “Are you the King of the Jews?”  

Jesus answers him and says “You say it”.  In other words Jesus is simply saying “That 

is who you say I am”.  Jesus neither confirmed nor denied if He was the King of the 

Jews. Then Pilate entered the Praetorium again, called Jesus, and said to Him, 

“Are You the King of the Jews?” Jesus answered him, “Are you speaking for 

yourself about this, or did others tell you this concerning Me?” Pilate answered, 

“Am I a Jew? Your own nation and the chief priests have delivered You to me. 

What have You done? ”Jesus answered, “My kingdom is not of this world. If My 

kingdom were of this world, My servants would fight, so that I should not be 

delivered to the Jews; but now My kingdom is not from here” (John 18:33-36, 

NKJV). Jesus is clearly saying that His Kingdom is not of this world. In fact satan is 

called the god of this world. In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of 

them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the 

image of God, should shine unto them (1 Corinthians 4:4, KJV).  

So who is Jesus God and Lord over and who is it that He came to save? All of mankind 

of course!  

For there is no distinction between Jew and Greek, for the same Lord over all is 

rich to all who call upon Him (Romans 10:12, NKJV). 

 

And He Himself is the propitiation for our sins, and not for ours only but also for 

the whole world (1 John 2:2, NKJV). 

 

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever 

believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.  

For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world 

through him might be saved (John 3:16-17, KJV). The word of God clearly shows us 

that there is no partiality between Jews and Gentiles.  The Jewish spirit comes in when 

you believe there is partiality between Jews and Gentiles.  Jesus was named King of the 

Jews by the Jews because they saw Him as their King.  This in itself is not wrong as He 

is King and High Priest over us all.  The deception was the belief that He named Himself 

King of the Jews which inferred partiality to the Jews. He was King of the Jews but 

Jesus Himself knew He was more than that – King of all mankind. The following 

Scripture in John 8:37-47 where Jesus is talking to the religious Jewish leaders shows 

us that Jews need to be saved through the work of Jesus on the cross just like the 

Gentiles. “I know that you are Abraham’s descendants, but you seek to kill Me, 

because My word has no place in you.  I speak what I have seen with My Father, 

and you do what you have seen with your father.” They answered and said to 
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Him, “Abraham is our father.” Jesus said to them, “If you were Abraham’s 

children, you would do the works of Abraham. But now you seek to kill Me, a Man 

who has told you the truth which I heard from God. Abraham did not do this. You 

do the deeds of your father.” Then they said to Him, “We were not born of 

fornication; we have one Father—God.” Jesus said to them, “If God were your 

Father, you would love Me, for I proceeded forth and came from God; nor have I 

come of Myself, but He sent Me. Why do you not understand My speech? 

Because you are not able to listen to My word. You are of your father the devil, 

and the desires of your father you want to do. He was a murderer from the 

beginning, and does not stand in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When 

he speaks a lie, he speaks from his own resources, for he is a liar and the father 

of it. But because I tell the truth, you do not believe Me. Which of you convicts Me 

of sin? And if I tell the truth, why do you not believe Me? He who is of God hears 

God’s words; therefore you do not hear, because you are not of God.” 

The prayer below is renouncing the belief one is more important than other races, 

nations or cultures because of Jewish roots you may have.   

(PRAYER) – “Father God in the name of Jesus Christ I repent for myself and ancestors 

for believing that You claimed to be the King of the Jews and in doing so claiming 

favouritism or partiality over the Jews. There is neither Jew nor Gentile in Christ.  We 

are of one accord and favoured by God as all His children.  We are equal in the eyes of 

God. I repent for not recognising my non-Jewish brothers in Christ are of as equal 

importance to the body of Christ. Thank You Jesus that You came through the line of 

Judah to save the Jews, the Gentiles and all of mankind. I repent specifically to You 

Jesus Christ with all my heart and confess the sin of rejecting You as the Messiah. I 

worship, thank and bow down to the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth Who is the chosen 

Messiah, the King of Kings, the Lord of Lords and God over all of mankind. I confess 

that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh and I confess that Jesus Christ is God in the flesh. 

I now speak to every Jewish demonic spirit including those who masquerade as Jesus 

Christ or the Holy Spirit who came in on this deception and command you to leave in the 

name and power of Jesus Christ  

 

Anti-Semitic Spirit - Antisemitism according to Wikipedia (also spelled anti-

Semitism or anti-Semitism) is prejudice against, hatred of, or discrimination against 

Jews as an ethnic, religious, or racial group.  

Just as a 'Jewish spirit' can prompt Jews or those of Jewish bloodlines, who believe in 

Jesus, to perceive themselves as being 'better or above' those that belong to Jesus who 

are not from Jewish decent; there can also be another spirit wanting those of 'non-

Jewish' decent to say 'we don't need the Jews particularly'?  We of course need 'every 

tribe and tongue' in the Body of Christ to fulfil the great commission.  It is yet another 

possible strategy of the enemy to employ all means possible to bring division to the 

peace that Christ won for the 'one new man in Christ'. For we are His workmanship, 

created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand that we 

should walk in them. Therefore remember that you, once Gentiles in the flesh—

who are called Uncircumcision by what is called the Circumcision made in the 

flesh by hands—that at that time you were without Christ, being aliens from the 
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commonwealth of Israel and strangers from the covenants of promise, having no 

hope and without God in the world. But now in Christ Jesus you who once were 

far off have been brought near by the blood of Christ. For He Himself is our 

peace, who has made both one, and has broken down the middle wall of 

separation, having abolished in His flesh the enmity, that is, the law of 

commandments contained in ordinances, so as to create in Himself one new man 

from the two, thus making peace, and that He might reconcile them both to God in 

one body through the cross, thereby putting to death the enmity. And He came 

and preached peace to you who were afar off and to those who were near. For 

through Him we both have access by one Spirit to the Father. Now, therefore, you 

are no longer strangers and foreigners, but fellow citizens with the saints and 

members of the household of God, having been built on the foundation of the 

apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief cornerstone, in 

whom the whole building, being fitted together, grows into a holy temple in the 

Lord, in whom you also are being built together for a dwelling place of God in the 

Spirit (Ephesians 2:10-22, NKJV). We are all equal brothers and sisters in Christ, so if 

the enemy can still bring in division either by 'favouritism' or 'not recognising our need 

for each other' including the nation of the Jews, that he'd be delighted with this outcome! 

(PRAYER) – “Father God in Jesus name I repent on behalf of myself and my bloodline 

for antisemitism. I repent for hating, mocking and coming against the Jewish race. I 

repent for not recognising my Jewish brothers in Christ are of as equal importance to 

the body of Christ.  I command all anti-Semitic spirits to leave in the name and power of 

Jesus Christ. 

Special Note: - Ceremonial law of course is no longer needed as we no longer need 

anything outside of Christ for cleansing and sanctification but I asked the Lord about the 

Jewish Feasts that were observed as part of worship and this is what I believe He spoke 

to me:- "The feasts and celebrations were still observed in the New Testament.  All 

feasts and celebrations point to Jesus.  Observing these feasts and celebrations 

is a good thing all Christians should do as part of worship to Me. To partake 

means you are worshipping Jesus.  Is it a requirement?  No.  Is it 

good?  Yes.  Can you be cursed in your flesh if you do not do them?  No - but if 

you do partake in these feasts and celebrations you will grow in strength and 

spirit.  All worship is a weapon from Me to you to use against the enemy.  Your 

spirit, soul and body are blessed when you worship Me.  These feasts and 

celebrations are worship."  Shortly after this word the Lord led me to a Scripture in 

Zechariah. The second half of Zechariah foretells of the return of the Lord to the 

Promised Land (Israel/Jerusalem) where He will dwell with the remaining believers for 

1000 years. Then the survivors from all the nations that have attacked Jerusalem 

will go up year after year to worship the King, the LORD Almighty, and to 

celebrate the Feast of Tabernacles. If any of the peoples of the earth do not go up 

to Jerusalem to worship the King, the LORD Almighty, they will have no rain.  If 

the Egyptian people do not go up and take part, they will have no rain. The LORD 

will bring on them the plague he inflicts on the nations that do not go up to 

celebrate the Feast of Tabernacles.  This will be the punishment of Egypt and the 

punishment of all the nations that do not go up to celebrate the Feast of 

Tabernacles (Zechariah 14:16-19).  During the time of the return of the Lord Jesus 
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Christ the entire world will celebrate this feast because I believe it will mark the return of 

Jesus to the earth. At that time all nations will be required to join in this yearly gathering, 

but for now it is voluntary. 

 

Thou Shalt Not Covet – One time during a session the Holy Spirit showed me a 

part of the client’s soul in captivity.  The sin He told me was covetousness.  He then 

went on to reveal that many of us are guilty of ‘coveting all that which isn’t ours’.  The 

word covet according to Meriam Webster means to wish for earnestly and to desire that 

which belongs to another. This is what He spoke: - “My children covet and want what 

they haven’t got.  Coveting is the last and final sin that needs to be broken before 

I can give you everything you need.  Lay down everything you want and ask Me to 

supply you with only what you need.  Trust Me and ask Me to remove everything 

you want.” You might then bring up the Scripture that says God wants to give you the 

desires of your heart.  I don’t believe this Scripture means that God wants to give us 

everything we desire, I believe it means that God wants to put His desires for us into our 

hearts so we then desire what He desires for us!  One such desire I have is to have all 

the gifts and all the anointing of God that I can.  The word in 1 Corinthians 12:31 says 

to covet earnestly the best gifts.  Is this contradictory? No it simply means that for us to 

want them and ask for them it has to come from the right place within us with the right 

motivation for them.  I can honestly admit that I have wanted gifts simply because I 

thought they were awesome or because I was jealous of the gift another had – this is a 

wrong motivation.  I should want these gifts because I can see how they can give God 

the glory and how they can help those in need.  Many times we can see the calling on 

another’s life and feel jealous and want what they have.  I once had a mother and 

daughter come through our team and the daughter had a calling that was greater than 

her mothers. This was the words God spoke to me for the mother in the session: - 

“Although the call of God over your life isn’t as great as your daughters you are 

still needed and seen as great in My Kingdom.  You are called to love the lost.  

Open a sanctuary and love the lost.  No gifting or call is more important than 

another.” The word ‘great’ according to the dictionary is ‘of an extent, amount or 

intensity considered above the normal or average’. Some calls are greater but all are 

of equal importance.  Impart self-worth to her.  My daughter I am raising you up to 

look after and love the lost.  This is not easy work.  You feel undervalued and 

underappreciated.  I value you, I love you.  I give to you a gold medal.” (In a 

prophetic act I placed it around her neck). “Wear it with pride in who you are and in 

‘Who’s’ you are.”  The lady confessed that this indeed was how she was feeling.   

I believe that if you are one who is reading this and feeling the same way that the 

mother did upon doing the prayer below you too will be gifted with the gold medal and 

imparted self-worth from God to know how valued and loved you are in the Kingdom of 

God. 

(PRAYER) – “Father God I repent for myself and for my bloodline for coveting – wanting 

those things I do not have.  I repent for wanting the things of God for the wrong reasons 

and with the incorrect heart motives.  I repent if I have seen myself as more important or 

better than others because of my purpose and calling in you.  I repent if I have not seen 

myself as important and valued because I coveted the call of God on others’ lives, as 
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being better than mine.  Thank You for the purpose and call of God on my life that You 

chose.  Help me to fulfil it to my best ability.  I ask that You would equip me with 

everything I need.  I lay down everything I want and ask You to supply me with only 

what I need.  Lord Jesus I trust You and ask You to take away everything I want that is 

not needed for Your works and purposes.  Every demon of selfishness, coveting, pride, 

lack of self-worth, boasting and self-seeking I command you to leave right now in the 

name and power of Jesus Christ, Amen.”  

 

Counterfeit Feelings – Whilst in the midst of my health trial I was googling ways to 

help myself and found a herbal product that looked promising.  The Lord had told me 

that He would heal me but it was taking forever. In a place of desperation I started 

looking at other alternatives that I believed were Godly. When your promise takes so 

long you start to wonder if you heard right.  My husband encouraged me to try other 

things because maybe God was leading me in that direction, and to not do so might 

mean I was missing His provision. My worst symptoms were because of entering into 

menopause.  Heart palpitations, hyperactive nervous system, anxiety, nervousness, 

night sweats, adrenaline surges, hot flashes that wouldn’t let up, extreme fatigue were 

some of what I had been experiencing for a very long time. I had tried almost everything 

there was to try but nothing helped, some even made me worse.  This new product I 

came across was for menopause, and it was three herbs that were aimed at removing 

all the symptoms I had been experiencing. I prayed and asked God but not really 

knowing one way or another I purchased them. The instructions said to take two at 

once.  I am very sensitive so thought to try one.  It appeared to be very stimulating and 

made me much worse.  My heart pounded out of my chest for 3 hours after taking it to 

the point it made my chest hurt real bad.  Then my stomach had a spasm for 2 hours 

and was very scary and painful.  I had bad dreams all night with adrenaline surging and 

hot flashes.  I told Mark that I didn’t want to try it again.  He told me to try ¼ capsule 

mixed in with a drink because I was so sensitive.  He felt it was worth a try because the 

reviews had been so good.  I agreed.  Not long after taking it I started to feel an actual 

healing – like my brain was screaming ‘thankyou’.  I also felt very emotional.  I started to 

feel an actual tangible physical shift in my mind as though I was being rebalanced 

physically. It felt as though my brain was recalibrating.   

It also felt like my body was healing itself. It is hard to put into words.  It felt physical but 

it was also spiritual because it went beyond anything physical I had ever felt. It was in 

the realm of super consciousness. I started to cry and then I felt the tangible presence 

of a spirit. During the manifestation I heard a male voice (which I believed was Father 

God) say “I am healing you through my natural creation.  I made you sensitive for 

Me. The second infilling of My Holy Spirit into your heart will come shortly after. 

Menopause is part of ‘The curse of the fall’. The curse is the degeneration of 

man’s body. I cannot reverse the death process of the physical body because you 

are subject to this until the return of Jesus, but I can remove the symptoms it 

causes.  Sensitive people have worse menopause transitions than non-sensitive 

people.  The fluctuating hormones wreak havoc on the nervous system. After 

menopause the low levels accelerate the aging process.  I can reverse this 

through my natural creation.  I supply all your needs (Philippians 4:13). Why did I 

wait so long? Timing.  Strategically positioning you to where I needed you to 
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be.  The love of God in you to heal many.  Menopause for you has been harsh.  I 

am sorry for this but My daughter you have proved one thing to Me – although 

you get angry, hurt and torn you still loved Me.  This is what I look for – one who 

will never leave Me, no matter what! I love you. I love all My children – even the 

unsaved ones.  I am using you to teach them.  You have no idea just what ‘The 

word of your testimony and the Blood of the Lamb’ will do. I will use you greatly. 

Things are about to turn around for you. Exciting opportunities.” I accepted this 

word and accepted this healing. That same day we went out for lunch.  For the first time 

in 18 months I felt peace in my brain.  We went to the supermarket and my mind felt so 

much more peaceful. My physical body was still cramping, pounding and revving up but 

the real change I noticed that day was in my thinking.  There had been so much anxiety 

in my brain from the stress hormones (adrenaline and cortisol) caused from the 

fluctuating hormones that I couldn’t think straight – my brain was panicking all day every 

day.  Simple tasks left me feeling confused and bewildered.  Today was very different. I 

truly believed I had stepped into the beginning of my healing and that it was just the 

beginning! 

Fast forward to a month later.  I had managed to take ¼ capsule in the morning and ¼ 

capsule at night after I had been on them for a week. I had tried ½ capsule at once but it 

was still too strong. My brain still seemed calmer and my dry skin had improved, but the 

cramping, pounding, adrenaline surges, hot flashes and night sweats had gotten very 

much worse. I kept telling myself ‘God told me to take it, maybe I have to get worse 

before I get better.  Some things in my condition are being helped so I will just have to 

wait until I get better with the others’.  I read many reviews and many women said that it 

took a couple months of use before they were better. One night after four weeks of use I 

awoke almost every two hours with my heart pounding really hard and fast, and with my 

chest in a massive cramp. I was also drenched in sweat.  I was frightened and cried out 

to God and asked Him what was going on.  I then heard; “Never rely on your feelings 

to discern me.”  ‘Oh gosh’ I thought, ‘does that mean I heard a wrong voice telling me 

to take these because I got caught up in the feelings and manifestations of what felt like 

a healing’?  

The next day I prayed and asked God what went wrong. The encounter I had when I 

took the product was so intense and it really felt like Him. I had chosen to continue on 

the herb because of this encounter.  Could this really have been the enemy mimicking 

the presence of the Lord so I would be deceived? This is what He spoke – “Because of 

earthly senses man likes to feel things.  Man uses feelings as a guide to make 

decisions. I am teaching you to live by faith.  I am going to teach you how to ‘hear 

and discern Me’ through your spirit and not your earthly senses. The soul is a 

playground to the devil. The enemy used your feelings to trick you into believing I 

wanted you to use the herb. Knowing how obedient you are to My voice enabled 

the enemy to keep you suffering more than necessary. Many things you have 

tried to help that made things worse were by the enemy to worsen your 

suffering.This remedy is excellent for those in menopause suffering from nervous 

exhaustion where the adrenal glands are sluggish and need rejuvenation. This 

was the last thing you needed as your adrenal glands are already overstimulated.  

It simply made them worse. There was some benefit as you noticed, but the side 

effects were worse than the benefits. When I speak there is a peace and a 
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knowing that comes with My message.  This knowing is your intuition and comes 

from your spirit. Many label it as their ‘gut instinct’ – you just know that you know 

that you know. If you do not get this then ask Me for more, or to clearly show you 

whether it is right or wrong, and ‘of Me’ or ‘not of Me’.  Do not assume that 

because it feels good that this is your intuition or gut instinct.  The fruit of the 

word to continue to use this remedy did not come to pass.  I am sorry you are 

suffering.  I will use your suffering for good. Not everyone can hear Me as well as 

you can.  You can be My voice to them. Why do some not hear Me very well? 

Blockages – there can be blockages on your end that prevent this. It can be 

unbelief that I speak to them, or it can be that one has not bothered to try and 

hear Me.  Seek and you shall find.  You have tried many things to help you.  

Nothing has helped because I am going to do it. My word, the living Lord Jesus 

Christ Himself will heal you.  Anxiety disorder – you will live in peace – you will 

walk in peace, and you will teach others how to find this peace. I will rebalance 

you.  No need for anything external outside of Me.  Maintain good nutrition, 

adequate sleep, exercise and rest and all will continue to be well.” 

A few days after this message the Lord also told me that herbs cannot heal the spirit or 

soul. After I had taken the herb, it was within one hour of that when I had experienced 

the healing. This is what I learned, Those who practice New Age believe that plants can 

heal or balance the spirit or soul. They hypothesize that the body contains an energy 

field, an 'innate force' which is an invisible life force, sometimes referred to as Qi (Chi), 

Prana or vital force and when there is a blockage can prevent healing. New Age 

movement is based on the idea that there is a cosmic energy inside of everything, 

including our bodies. This energy they claim is the very "material" of both creation and 

deity, and when in proper balance and focus, humans can realise personal divinity for 

themselves. They have no need of a Saviour. In one sense there is a Biblical truth within 

this which is the fact that man does have an invisible life force (spirit) within Him. We 

see clearly in Genesis that God did breathe His breath (Life Force) into man but this is 

as far as the truth goes. And the LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, 

and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul 

(Genesis 2:7). His creation (trees, flowers, rivers) is not Him – that is part of the New 

Age belief that God is in all things. They exchanged the truth about God for a lie, and 

worshiped and served created things rather than the Creator--who is forever 

praised. Amen (Romans 1:25, NIV). We know by science and the Bible that there are 

two kinds of energy - physical and spiritual. Spiritual energy is not tangible and has no 

matter. Physical energy is tangible and contains matter. The Bible shows us that man 

and animals carry the breath of life (Genesis 2:17, 6:17 and 7:15) which is spiritual. 

Creation has life and energy, (both physical and spiritual energy) but not the breath of 

life.  God did not breathe creation into being, He spoke it into being. The tongue has 

power to bring life or death and contains spiritual energy. God gave life (spiritual energy) 

for creation to exist but creation itself is not God. God is omnipresent and His Spirit is 

everywhere but to claim that a flower contains the Spirit of God is not true. Although the 

spirit of animals and humans is the breath of life and comes from God's own breath you 

don't receive the life changing power of the Spirit of God until you receive Jesus, are 

born-again and filled with His Holy Spirit. In other words the spirit (before you are born-

again) still belongs to God and is of God but His Holy Spirit is what carries the dunamis 

power of God. The idea that we can manipulate the spiritual force within man goes 
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against the Bible. We are shown that God is the potter and we are the clay.  Any 

attempt to mess with the part of Him in us is essentially trying to manipulate and control 

God (that very life force within man). You turn things upside down! Shall the potter 

be regarded as the clay, that the thing made should say of its maker, “He did not 

make me”; or the thing formed say of him who formed it, “He has no 

understanding”? (Isaiah 29:16).  What I felt the day I took the remedy was both 

physical and spiritual in nature. I had assumed that the healing was from God working 

through the herb. Herbs can only work on the physical body. Although they contain 

spiritual energy from being created by the spoken word of God they do not contain the 

breath of God nor the dunamis power of God to heal the spirit or soul. The dunamis 

power of God is His Holy Spirit. The spiritual energy a plant contains is to give it life. A 

plant does not carry dunamis power which is the only power that can heal the spirit or 

soul. The effects they exert on the mind is simply through the physical body via the 

nervous system which can make us feel calmer or more energised. What I felt was none 

of those things, it was as though I experienced a spiritual awakening. God showed me 

that He can give a spiritual healing and it can be felt in this way, but He will not do this 

through a herb. Herbs can give a healing, but not a spiritual healing. He showed me that 

encountering this type of healing with a herb is demonic. If God was going to give you a 

spiritual healing while you were taking a herb then I believe it would be a very long time 

apart from the time of taking the herb. Why would God manifest a spiritual healing 

through a herb or plant when they have no effect on the spirit or soul? He wouldn’t as 

that would take focus off Jesus as the healer of our soul and onto His natural creation. 

The enemy has done this time and time again to take the focus of Jesus as our healer. 

The enemy wants us to worship creation instead of our creator. Only the power of Jesus 

Christ can heal the spirit or soul. 

There are many deceptions touting ‘energy healings’ being practiced in which Christians 

need discernment in order to avoid. You can inherit demonic spirits by entering into 

things outside of God.   Another type of counterfeit healing using energy is Quantum 

Mechanics using Quantum Physics. It works on the principle of electromagnetic fields. 

Quantum Physics denies the existence of God as our creator. The key concepts of 

quantum physics teach us that we are connected together by a mysterious energy 

called the Zero Point Energy Field. Quantum theory or Quantum Physics is the 

theoretical basis of modern physics that explains the nature and behaviour of matter 

and energy on the atomic and subatomic level. Quantum Physics in itself seems good 

as science has finally discovered a supernatural energy force that is unexplainable, but 

unfortunately for Christians this is as far as it goes. Christians of course know this 

special energy is none other than our creator – Jesus Christ Who is of course God. This 

life force is also our spirit. The only true way to achieve supernatural healing using this 

life force energy is by praying and believing in the name and power of Jesus Christ. 

Quantum therapists however have not discovered this truth and have gone on to create 

ways of healing using this energy. Quantum Medicine is based on the controlled use of 

Quantum-Resonant fields. Specifically, the Quantum Resonance System QRS realizes 

a positive outcome by targeting the organism with the respective electromagnetic 

application fields. Electromagnetic therapy is based on the belief that an imbalance of 

the electromagnetic frequencies or fields of energy in the human body can cause 

illness. Electromagnetic therapy is applied to the body to correct these 

imbalances.  There are various electrical devices available to treat a variety of 
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symptoms. These include low-voltage electricity, magnetic fields, radio waves, or other 

types of electromagnetic energy. This type of healing is not accepted by all mainstream 

scientists as science and is instead labelled as pseudoscience.  Pseudoscience is a 

claim, belief or practice which is incorrectly presented as scientific, but does not adhere 

to a valid scientific method, cannot be reliably tested, or otherwise lacks scientific status. 

Quantum physicists speculate that the force beyond the electromagnetic is something 

that has been given the name "Tachyon energy." Tachyons are the theoretical source of 

subatomic particles, and the expansion of the tachyon field is speculated to be the 

creative force of the universe. Tachyon energy is speculated to be the creative and 

sustaining force of all life, which requires a certain balance of energy to sustain 

itself. This energy is also known as Zero-Point Energy or Free Energy.  

The electromagnetic machines which are part of Quantum Therapy appear to be using 

science as they are using this zero point energy. It is my belief that some scientists have 

discovered the essence of God, labelled it and put their understanding on it and given it 

explanations and different names. The machines used in Quantum Therapy work with 

our energy. The belief behind Quantum Therapy is that matter and energy are one - 

they are not separate.  Science has always believed that the material world consists of 

matter.  Quantum Physics believes that the whole world is energy and that matter is no 

longer physical and that all is energy. The science behind Quantum physics correlates 

closely to the principles connected with New Age beliefs . An invisible energy force 

which is the primary governing force of the material realm. In this field, everything is 

connected and in Quantum Therapy man can manipulate and control this force to bring 

healing to himself. On another angle if anyone using magnetic energy denies the 

spiritual energy force within them and claim it is merely the stimulation of the 'physical 

energy' using science that enables the body to heal itself then this also goes against 

God of the Bible. Man is made up of both physical and spiritual energy. The physical 

energy is things such as atoms. Atoms are particles made up of matter and in every 

area of our physical body that carry electrical charges in the form of protons, electrons 

and neutrons. Some of the QRS machines in Quantum Healing are powerful enough to 

stimulate or flip around these atoms (as does MRI Machines) but there is no evidence or 

proof that stimulating or changing temporarily the electrical charges in these atoms can 

be beneficial.  It may even prove harmful, for many people get dreadful side effects after 

using MRI machines for diagnostic purposes. For decades some scientists have been 

using science to disprove the existence of God. Why would God use something that 

denies His divine existence to heal man and give the glory to science when all glory 

should go to Jesus as healer? The biggest question you have to ask yourself is 'Where 

is Jesus in Quantum medicine'? These machines are based on the same principle of 

healing as acupuncture – the only difference is New Age believes in the spiritual, 

science does not, so in essence they are occult energy in a machine!  

This is what the Lord once spoke to me in regard to these practices – “Man has a 

spirit/soul and a physical body. The spirit is the breath of God and made up of 

energy. The spirit feeds the physical body. Herbs, food and medicine works 

purely on the physical body including the nervous system which can then 

influence mood. Any means of influencing or changing the spirit/soul other than 

through Jesus Christ is occult.  Blocks in the flow of your spiritual energy are 

caused through sin and wounds.  Nothing outside of God through Jesus Christ 
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can heal that.  Homeopathy, Reiki, Quantum Therapy, Magnets and such things 

are merely shifting or replacing that block for another.  You ‘feel’, or ‘see’ a 

healing take place but there is a cost.  The devil will give you false signs and 

wonders to lead you to ‘seek’ outside of Jesus and His word.” 

Any belief in personal divinity (making oneself god-like), or an acceptance of other 

religions and beliefs rejects the God of the Bible. The Scriptures exhort us to "test 

everything. Hold on to the good. Avoid every kind of evil" (1 Thessalonians 5:21-22). 

When put to the test New Age and scientific practices which are rooted in anti-biblical 

beliefs, clearly fail. Scriptures condemn teachings that remove Jesus Christ as the sole, 

sovereign Creator and Saviour. Anything other than the Lord Jesus Christ that claims to 

heal or work with your spirit, energy or soul is counterfeit. At the end of this He told me 

that the root of my sickness was spiritual, and not physical, and that only He could heal 

me. There is only one true power source we need for all our healings and afflictions - 

THE WORD OF GOD!! Remember Jesus is our healer and Great Physician, and Jesus 

is of course the Word of God which became flesh and dwelt amongst us. He sent His 

word and healed them, And delivered them from their destructions (Psalm 107:20, 

NKJV). This includes all ways in which God uses to heal such as the laying on of hands 

so we can be facilitators of His energy, speaking the word over yourself, things and 

others, speaking in faith by decreeing healing to an ailment as our words themselves 

and what we speak can bring life. 

(PRAYER) – “Father God in Jesus name I am sorry for relying on my feelings to discern 

You which gives the enemy access to counterfeit Your manifest presence. I repent for 

being deceived and entering into things that are not of You. I repent for following the 

leading of the enemy.  Your word says that we know You and that we will run from a 

stranger because we don’t know his voice.  I repent for following and not running from a 

stranger. I rebuke you satan and your kingdom and repent for partnering with your lies. 

Teach me Your voice Father, Son and Holy Spirit and also how to discern Your voice 

that comes from my human spirit. I repent also for believing any natural remedies can 

heal the spirit or soul. These things are designed to help the physical body of man.  

Thank You for them. I repent for anytime I worshipped creation instead of the creator. I 

repent for anytime I entered into any practices using energy healing other than the Lord 

Jesus Christ.  I repent for partnering with a counterfeit healing.  Any spirit causing a 

counterfeit healing I rebuke you and command you to leave in the name and power of 

the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth, Amen.” 

***It is a good idea whenever taking a herb or natural remedy to renounce any 

belief it carries that it can heal the spirit or soul, and that it works only on the 

physical body.   

 

Infiltration – A few years ago Jesus made a call to me to seek His heart. He told me 

that He wanted me to know Him more intimately. He told me that in these times He 

wanted to teach me more about Him.  He wanted to show me His heart.  I told Him that I 

was happy to do this, and I really wanted to but I felt an element of guilt, because I could 

feel in my heart that although I wanted this very much, there was another desire in me 

that hoped in doing so I would be healed. How could I make my main agenda about Him 
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and knowing His heart with this desire also lurking within my heart? I was suffering so 

much and it had been going on for a very long time.  Jesus had promised to heal me 

when I entered into His presence so each time I put aside time to spend with Him, I 

always hoped that this was to be that time.  Most times I went to seek Him nothing much 

happened so I stopped seeking for months.  Instead I would just play worship songs, 

read the word, pray and wait on Him to speak when He was ready. This worked well – I 

actually found it easier to discern His voice when He came to me, rather than when I 

sought Him.  Seeking Him was incredibly hard sometimes as the enemy would use this 

time to mimic him and discerning was tiresome at times. I found the more I went to seek 

the more the enemy bombarded me and interfered with our time. To be honest I was a 

bit annoyed at Jesus for not removing the enemy. I knew that the main reason the 

enemy did this was to keep me out of His presence and unfortunately for me it worked 

as I was too tired to keep battling.However just recently I developed a burning desire to 

again spend time with Jesus.  It was so strong that I knew that this was what I had to do. 

I went to my room, I worshipped, I praised, I sang and even bowed my face to the 

ground in reverence to Him but nothing happened.   

 

I waited for ages but found nothing except my own thoughts.  The next day a friend sent 

me a YouTube clip of a man who was teaching on face to face encounters with Jesus.  

He spoke how Jesus had given Him in a vision, a place where they could meet and 

spend time together. He spoke of a table where they sat opposite each other and spoke 

of what unfolded in their times together.  Excitedly I knew that this was the Lord 

confirming to me that I had let go of something that was from Him. Many years ago the 

Lord had given me a vision in which He brought me in the spirit to Heaven.  I remember 

when it happened I actually saw in the vision my spirit leaving my body. In the vision 

Jesus had appeared and asked me to follow Him.  He had shown me Jacobs’s ladder in 

which we climbed which lead to an office where Father God was. Father God in this 

encounter gave me a diamond to release on a church in Marton where I was to be 

speaking in a few days. Dubious about this encounter and not sure if it was real or 

deception I spoke to the Pastor in Marton about it first.  He confirmed that he knew what 

the diamond was for.  They were waiting on God for provision for a new Church that 

was being built.  When he revealed the plans to us Mark couldn’t help but point out the 

shape of the diamond in the plans. This happened to me quite a few more times after 

this – one of which was when Jesus brought me to His house in Heaven and we sat 

opposite each other at His dining table and talked.  

God was always in control of these encounters, I never initiated them. They would just 

happen when I wasn’t expecting it. 

 

Not long after these encounters Jesus one day gave me a vision of a door. The door 

swung wide open and He spoke and told me that this door was His heart, but not only 

that it also represented my heart and that He was standing at the door knocking waiting 

for me to commune with Him. Behold, I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears 

My voice and opens the door, I will come in to him and dine with him, and he with 

Me. (Revelation 3:20, NKJV).  It was a place where we could meet and exchange 

hearts. In this place I could learn about Him, and Him about me. A friend challenged me 

and told me to use my imagination as a step of faith to activate His presence, seen as 

how He had given me a place to meet with Him. I was dubious about creative 

visualisation techniques so did a big study using the word as my guide.  To my surprise 
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I came to the conclusion that using our imagination to focus on and spend time with 

Jesus was fine.  If God has given you direct access to an encounter with Himself or 

Jesus in a vision you can use this as your step of faith to activate His presence.  Our 

imagination is used simply as a gateway into these encounters.  We start with a point of 

engagement and then allow the Lord to lead us the rest of the way. Once contact has 

been made with Jesus allow Him to initiate what unfolds next. The best way is by asking 

Him to teach you more about Him.  Ask Him to share His heart with you. These 

encounters can be classed as intimacy or face to face encounters. I did this many times.  

Sometimes not much happened, other times lots happened. I started then stepping 

away from the door vision and entering into my imagination to meet with Jesus in 

Heaven at the table where I had been taken by Him on other occasions. I would start 

with using my imagination to see Jacob’s ladder.  I would climb up the ladder and run to 

the Fathers house and knock on the door as I had seen myself do in previous visions. 

Things started going awry after this and many of my encounters didn’t add up a lot of 

the time.  I started doubting it all and wondering if it was deception, so I let it go and 

went back to the old way of seeking Jesus (which isn’t wrong) of just simply singing, 

worshipping, and waiting for Him to come. He very rarely did so my encounters with 

Jesus started fading away.   

 

Fast forward to the present day when came the burning desire to again spend time in 

His presence. After watching the YouTube clip of the man who spoke of his dining room 

encounter I decided to again use my imagination to initiate time with Jesus. I started 

again with using my imagination to see Jacob’s ladder.  I climbed up that ladder and ran 

to the Fathers house and knocked on the door as I had done in previous visions.  Jesus 

answered and invited me to sit at the dining table with Him. I spent almost an hour with 

Him just talking.  The next day I again ran to Jesus to meet with Him using this method. 

During our time together my husband and my daughter were outside my bedroom door 

making a racket. This distracted me and I lost focus.  It took me about five minutes to be 

able to go back in my imagination to where I had been. I then received a message 

which said ‘You have myeloma and that is why you are unwell’. Not knowing what 

myeloma was I googled.  It said it was a form of blood cancer (leukaemia). Knowing 

straight away that this was wrong I said to Jesus – “How did deception get in here”. He 

spoke and said “You took your eyes off me.” ‘Of course’ I thought ‘I got distracted and 

my focus was no longer on Jesus’. The next day I wanted to again spend time with 

Jesus.  I had some questions I wanted to ask Him about natural remedies and hoped 

He would guide me. I again used the method but this time felt to worship and praise 

beforehand. During my encounter we talked as usual and as I was about to leave I 

asked Him about natural remedies to help me.  Interestingly He didn’t answer and 

remained tight-lipped. It was time for me to leave and as I was walking home (in my 

vision) I encountered a man dressed like a wizard in a purple gown and pointed hat.  I 

stopped and said to him, “What are you doing up here in Heaven, you are not allowed 

up here, you are a wizard.”  He answered, “Don’t judge a book by its cover.   

I am not a wizard, I am a court Jester from the Heavenly Courts.  I am wearing purple 

because I am royalty.” I thought it very strange but accepted his word.  

 

The next day instead of using Jacobs’s ladder I decided to try the door technique to 

commune with Jesus.  To my surprise I could no longer imagine it, it was gone, so 

instead I again imagined Jacobs’s ladder. I worshipped, praised and boldly ran up 
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Jacobs’s ladder and knocked on Jesus’s door. This time Jesus took my hand and led 

me to the court jester’s house.  The court jester told me that I was going to receive the 

anointing oil tomorrow. I had ordered some oil from an American prayer group who had 

oil leak from their Bible from God as a sign and a wonder, to be used as Holy anointing 

oil and were giving it away to people who requested it. He told me that when I was 

anointed with this oil it would allow me to laugh at fear. He told me that the oil of joy 

from the oil would remove the fear.  I questioned this as the word says ‘Perfect love 

casts out fear’, not joy and I thought it strange. I also asked why the door could no 

longer be activated.  The answer I got was that it was no longer there because Jesus 

had already entered into my heart and was no longer standing at the door. I accepted 

this answer. The next day the oil did not arrive.  Feeling absolutely flat and deflated I 

prayed and asked God why I was deceived. What flitted through my mind was that 

because my heart’s desire to be healed was at the forefront of my agenda I had allowed 

deception in because I had not put Jesus first.  In light of this the next day I was 

determined, my agenda was to seek Jesus for Jesus and not for anything He could do 

for me. I ran up Jacobs’s ladder and knocked on His door.  The first thing I heard was 

‘What can I do for you’. I said to Jesus, “I want to be healed but I am not here for that I 

am here to seek your heart”. Jesus said “That’s good because when you seek My 

heart you will see that My heart is all about you and what I can do for you and for 

all of My children.”  ‘What a beautiful answer’ I thought to myself.   ‘Definitely sounds 

like Jesus’.  We sat down again at the table and He then proceeded to tell me that when 

the oil arrived I would receive the second infilling of His Holy Spirit into my soul and it 

would be a momentous occasion. The oil arrived the next day and Mark anointed me 

with it.  Nothing happened. I was terribly disappointed and wondering why I was still 

deceived. Who was I meeting in my encounters?  It looked like Jesus, and sounded like 

Jesus, and even quoted Biblical truths, but nothing that was said ever happened.  Jesus 

does not lie so this guy must be a counterfeit Jesus, but how and why?  

 

The next day I was at my computer when the Lord spoke – “You have been astral 

travelling.” “What”, I said, “How?” He then showed me that initiating your own travels 

into the Heavenly realm is anti-Biblical.  Whenever anyone was caught up into the 

Heavenly realms in the Bible, God was in control of this happening, not them.  Any 

attempt for oneself to initiate this is using your soul using demonic influence and is 

occult and not of God. My heart sank as I realised that I had been indeed astral 

travelling. I thought that the deception had come in because my focus was not entirely 

on seeking Jesus because I was desiring so much to be healed in that time. God 

showed me that the heart of Jesus is indeed about us, what that counterfeit Jesus had 

spoken was truth.  When we focus on Him then He makes us His focus. The heart of 

Jesus is to heal us and make us whole. It is okay to be hoping for healing when you are 

seeking Jesus.  Jesus wants for us to make relationship with Him our first priority but 

hoping for healing in that time is not going to open the door for deception because your 

main focus is still on Jesus. He then reminded me that a major part of me wanting 

healing was so that I could get out and about more in serving Him. My heart’s desire 

was about Jesus and not just about self like the enemy had me believe.  He wanted me 

to see that although the principles of Heaven is to serve and lay down yourself for 

another there is still a commandment in Mark 12:31 to love your neighbour as thy self.  

We are not to negate ourselves and our own needs.  It is all about balance. Laying 

down self does not mean that you should put your needs away and not hope in Jesus 
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for your blessing.  He then went on to show me that the real test of how much you love 

others and Jesus comes when you are healed and made well.  After you receive what 

you need, will you go on your merry way because you got what you want, or will you 

continue to serve, and want to spend time with Jesus? Interesting thought! I then asked 

Him about the door that I used to meet with Jesus at – was this astral travel too?  He 

showed me that it was not.  In this scenario Jesus came to me.  My spirit or soul didn’t 

have to leave my body to meet with Him. He was right there waiting to make contact, all 

I had to do was make myself available. If at any time you are in control of your spirit or 

soul leaving your body to transport yourself to make contact with the Godhead or spirit 

realm then this is deception and astral travel. The enemy will do all he can to keep you 

out of the true presence of Jesus.  Ask God to protect you from deception and always 

refer back to the word of God in all that you do.   

I am so thankful to God that He always reveals deception to me when I have fallen. I 

can then use my mistakes to help others avoid making them. After I had repented the 

Lord again made His door available to me.  I had lost sight of the door because I had 

entered into deception.  This door was the doorway to His heart and where I was to 

have the most amazing adventures and opportunities with the Lord.  No wonder the 

enemy had lead me away from the true door.  Through entering into worship and praise 

I could again imagine this door that was open and filled with the light of His presence.  

There it was waiting and ready for Jesus and me to meet together and exchange hearts. 

I still however need to test everything I see and hear when meeting with Jesus this way. 

In regard to the man I listened to on You Tube I believe that the encounters he was 

initiating with Jesus at the dining table were in reference to Revelation 3:20 where you 

have answered the knock on the door of your heart and Jesus has come in to dine with 

you. I believe He was simply making himself available as Jesus came to Him. Another 

point the Lord asked me to make was when you have entered in this place with Jesus if 

you don’t discern anything is happening then be rest assured that something has 

happened.  You cannot enter into His presence and nothing happens – it is impossible.  

It just may not seem apparent at that moment. 

 

(PRAYER) – “I repent in Jesus name for all attempts to transport myself using my spirit 

or soul to make contact with the Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Angels, Heaven or any other 

realm in the spirit world.  I understand Father that when you do this, it is in Your timing 

and in Your way and I am not to attempt to do this for myself, as this is astral travel.  I 

repent for astral travel.  Any demon who made himself available to me for use in this 

time I dismiss you now, and command you to leave in the name and power of Jesus 

Christ. I repent also Father God for believing any lack of healing was because of a belief 

that I hadn’t negated my own needs completely. The word says that I am to love my 

neighbour as myself, so I ask that You would help me to find the right balance in where I 

put You and others first, whilst still not negating my own needs, and knowing that they 

are still important. I pray that You would always reveal deception to me when I have 

fallen into it, but more importantly that I would see deception to prevent the fall in the 

first place. Thank You Lord Jesus, Amen.” 

 

*There are two Scriptures that are used in regard to visiting the Heavenly realm - 

Ephesians 2:6 where we are seated with Christ in Heavenly Places and Hebrews 4:16 

where we can come boldly unto the Throne of Grace. Being seated with Christ in 

Heavenly places is not a literal thing as clearly we are on earth (spirit, soul and body) 
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and Heaven and earth are currently separate until Jesus returns and brings down 

Heaven with Him. Many claim that our spirits are in Heaven with Jesus when we are 

born-again. This is incorrect also as the Bible shows us when we physically die our 

spirits return to God who gave them (Ecclesiastes 12:7). To be separate from our 

spirits would mean death as our spirit is the breath of life that gives life to our bodies. 

Christ is seated in Heaven and His Holy Spirt is in our hearts. In this sense we are 

seated with Him.  We bring the Kingdom of Heaven to earth through Christ in us. Luke 

17:21 tells us that the Kingdom of Heaven is within us and is a figurative explanation of 

how we reign with Him in His authority and power. The word Kingdom in Luke 17:21 in 

Greek is Basileia and means royal power, kingship, dominion, rule 1a) not to be 

confused with an actual kingdom but rather the right or authority to rule over a kingdom. 

The second Scripture where we can come boldly unto the Throne of Grace is also not a 

literal thing (unless God chooses to transport us there). It means that through Christ’s 

work for us on the cross we have direct access to the Father.  Our prayers when we 

pray are unimpeded – they go straight to the Throne of Grace where the Father sits. I 

believe it is also okay to imagine yourself cuddled up on the lap of Father God.  Jesus is 

in our hearts and He is seated at the right hand of the Father which means we have 

direct access to the Father.  To imagine yourself sitting on His lap is good as it means 

you are not afraid to directly approach Him. When you imagine this I believe Father God 

makes Himself available to you. 

 

 

Piggy-Backing God’s Word - For the last seven years I have been suffering 

extreme menopause symptoms that really were making my life miserable. I had asked 

God for help many times and had tried numerous things to help, all to no avail. Extreme 

anxiety, physical pain from muscle cramps and spasms that would happen with overuse 

of any muscle, bad acid reflux, irritable bowel along with hot flashes and night sweats 

were really taking a toll. Living normally was not easy. One of the things I was using 

daily to help with my symptoms was chamomile tea. I had been drinking this once a day 

for over a year. Recently however I had learned through studying that chamomile was 

an oestrogen blocker which meant although it was helping with the irritable bowel, 

muscle spasms and anxiety I was suffering, it may have been making my low oestrogen 

symptoms like heart palpitations, hot flashes and night sweats worse. Not being sure 

that chamomile was worsening my symptoms I was tossing up whether to stop this tea 

(and every time I tried) a couple days later I would awake from sleep with painful 

spasms and cramps in my sternum, chest and back that would feel like I was having a 

heart attack.  

 

Chamomile is an antispasmodic and anti-inflammatory so really helped prevent these 

spasms. I became desperate. I remember speaking to my mum on the phone saying 

how I really needed God to tell me if chamomile was helpful or a hindrance for me, and 

to show me if there was something else that would help, and to show me the reason 

why I had gotten worse again. No sooner had I hung up the phone and walked down the 

hallway I heard a man’s quiet still voice speak into my mind. This is what I heard, 

“Chamomile helps you but also hinders. It is your hormones. Oestrogen is very 

low.” I knew that this was God speaking to me as my spirit witnessed with His Spirit and 

I had a ‘peace and knowing’. He had shown me an answer to what I had been seeking. 
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Chamomile is good for many things but was making my menopause symptoms worse 

because it was blocking my already low oestrogen which meant my body wasn’t fully 

utilising the little amount of oestrogen I had left. Through studying I had learned that 

some phytoestrogens (plant oestrogens) can mimic oestrogen and be used by the body 

as oestrogen, whilst others block oestrogen from being used by the body. 

Phytoestrogens that block oestrogen would be good for one who has oestrogen 

dominant problems but not good for someone with already low oestrogen. 

 

After I had received this word, I came to the kitchen pondering what God had said. After 

I made myself a drink I sat down at my table and I said out loud, “Lord what can I use to 

soothe my stomach like Chamomile but also doesn’t lower my oestrogen”? Immediately 

the word ‘Fennel’ came into my mind. I headed straight to my computer and researched 

it and I learned that it is good for menopausal woman and mimics oestrogen. I learned 

that it was great for anxiety and depression, lowers blood pressure, enhances digestion, 

is anti-inflammatory and great for muscle spasms and cramps and also for hot flashes. 

This meant that everything I was suffering this herb could be helpful for. Without any 

more questioning and believing this was God I purchased some organic fennel teabags 

and began drinking two cups daily – one in the morning and one in the evening. As I 

started drinking this tea, I noted that my reflux was becoming even worse. It was touted 

for helping acid reflux, but I was waking in the night and experiencing acid squirting into 

my mouth like a drinking fountain. The burning was awful. I googled this and found that 

fennel increases digestive juices and bile which is why it helps with indigestion and 

those with low stomach acid. Many with acid reflux problems have low stomach acid 

and cannot digest food which causes the reflux, whilst others have either too much acid, 

a weak valve or a hiatal hernia causing the acid reflux. I obviously did not have low acid 

problems and the increase was making it worse. The muscle spasms however were 

much better in my entire body, and I had not once had the spasms in my sternum, back 

and chest since starting it. I also noted that my thinking was much clearer and less 

anxious. I had way more energy and no more chronic fatigue crashes. The hot flashes 

and night sweats were so much better, but I noted that the adrenaline surges and heart 

palpitations were worse. 

 

What was I to do – stop or keep going hoping it would all normalise? I reasoned with 

myself; God told me to take it so I will continue. I took this herb for two weeks and 

during that time also started developing asthma like symptoms and a dry cough 

(possibly from all the reflux). I sought God on the matter and immediately I had a vision 

of someone having a piggyback ride.  I asked God what this vision meant, and these 

words flitted through my mind, “The enemy has piggy-backed on the end of God’s 

word. If there is a significant break/pause between hearing from Me and receiving 

another word, then you will need to use the same tests you always do to discern, 

as you did for the first part of the word. Do not assume because I spoke earlier on 

that same subject that it is also Me who responds when you ask Me a question 

later about that word. Piggy-backing – the enemy likes to piggyback upon My 

words because these words are more readily accepted. Test everything.” 

 

Was this God?  I didn’t receive a ‘peace and knowing’ so wasn’t sure as to the source of 

the voice. I went off the fennel and all the symptoms fennel helped returned.  Over the 

course of a couple months, I went on it, and then again off it.  It helped, it hindered. I 
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tried different kinds of fennel (wild and sweet fennel) and tried mixing it with other teas 

to find that it helped many areas but also hindered other areas at the same time. Feeling 

really saddened and not knowing what to do I sought God again and this time I got that 

knowing where my spirit witnesses with His Spirit and this is what I heard, “One of the 

biggest deceptions of the enemy is to piggyback God’s word.  His Rhema 

(spoken) and Logos (written) Word. The enemy can quote Scriptures and give you 

deceptive instruction. God can speak and later the enemy can add to His word to 

lead you astray. Everything God speaks should be confirmed by the principle of 

His word. As you spend more time in His presence seeking Him the gift of 

discernment enables you to discern between His voice and any other voice.  If 

there is a significant time lapse or pause between God speaking and the next 

instruction/word or picture, then it should again be tested. Test everything.” 

 

I then knew that the word ‘fennel’ that had dropped into my mind was not from God at 

all. Although this herb is wonderful and can help many ailments, the increase in 

digestive juices was not what I needed. I also learned through researching that this herb 

was a cardiac and adrenal stimulant which was also the last thing I needed. The most 

concerning however was that I found fennel contains a carcinogen called estragole 

which when over consumed could be cancer causing. As I pondered why it took so long 

for God to confirm that fennel was not for me, He spoke this to me, “Would you have 

been satisfied if you didn’t at least give it a good go’?  I laughed as He spoke this to 

me. He knows me only too well, and He was indeed right.  I would have not been 

satisfied unless I had tried it and given it a good go and found out for myself. Jesus 

learned by ‘that which He suffered’ and we are no different. God allows the enemy to 

overplay his hand so that we can learn and teach what we have learned and avoid 

making mistakes for next time.   

 

(PRAYER) - “Father God I repent for all the times I blamed You when things went wrong 

because I followed a wrong spirit believing it was You. Teach me how to discern You 

and Your voice and please always reveal to me every time I have been deceived by a 

false spirit. If a demon tries to piggyback your word to Me please increase my 

discernment and wisdom to know when this is the case. Help me to always remember 

these things You have taught me when I am seeking or hearing from You. I pray that 

You would break off and heal all negative effects from me that came from following the 

wrong voice. Thank You Lord Jesus, Amen”. 

 

When God had finished teaching me about piggybacking, He gave me a comforting 

word and vision in regard to my healing. I saw a vision of an angel with wings. I knew 

they were my wings.  I then saw myself with wings.  This is what I heard; “You are 

about to fly – higher than you have before in God.  It doesn’t matter that you are 

not perfect.  I have chosen you not because of what you are but because of 

‘Whose’ you are. You belong to Jesus – you are His bride.  You continued to 

believe in Him no matter what your circumstances.  This is what I require of you 

to get you to the next level in Me.  You believed, you listened and enabled Me to 

remove those things that block you from receiving all I have for you. You obeyed!  

Faith is believing and your works show your faith, and by this your faith is made 

perfect.” Do you see that faith was working together with his works, and by works 
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faith was made perfect? (James 2:22 NKJV). 

 

Post Deliverance Infilling Prayer - “I break every curse over my life from 

preconception to the present day in the name of Jesus Christ. I ask Father God that 

every curse would be replaced with a blessing. In the name of Jesus and by the stripes 

He bore on His body I pray for healing within every area of my spirit/soul and 

body. (Pray specifically for all ailments). I command all misalignments to come into 

divine order in Jesus name. I cast out the spirit of infirmity in Jesus name. I cast out 

fear, shock and trauma in Jesus name. I command every fibre, every cell and every part 

of this body to come into divine order. I command all pain to leave in Jesus name. I pray 

for a creative miracle in all areas where body matter needs to be regenerated. I 

command all cells, cell structure, DNA, RNA, and all parts of the spirit/soul and body not 

to remember all traumas in Jesus name. I pray for the fire of God to burn off all 

remaining remnants and dross in Jesus name. I command every demon who has 

access to me to leave immediately in Jesus name. With the blood of the lamb I seal all 

doorways closed to the demonic and declare that demons can only exit and not re-

enter. I bind the demonic doorkeepers and terminate their assignment against me in 

Jesus name. I ask for the Holy Spirit to infill with light all areas that were once dark in 

Jesus name.  I pray for a hedge of protection to be placed around me and for any holes 

to be repaired in Jesus name.  Thank You Father God in Jesus name for delivering me".  

 

 


